
 

What do you mean by brand identity? How to create a great one? 

Similar to your personal impression makes you unique, yourbrand identity is the most 

remarkableelement of your business that puts you ahead from others in the industry. And your 

brand identity design? It’s what directs your company. 

But what precisely is brand identity? How is it related with design? And how do you carve out a great 

brand identity that takes your business to the next stage? 

What is brand identity? 

Brand identity refers to the collection of all elements that a business carves out to depict the perfect 

image to its consumer. Brand identity is quite different from “brand image” and “branding,” even 

though these elements are oftenpreserved as interchangeable. 

The term branding denotes to the marketing process of sharply shaping a unique brand. Brand is the 

understanding of the company in the eyes of the world. 

Just like Rebook shaped the brand identity of your middle-school-star-athlete identity, your design is 

what will shape the brand identity of your company. 

Your corporate design assets are the tangible elements that will determine how your brand is 

perceived. Things like your logo, your packaging, your web design, your social media content, your 

business cards and the dresses your employees wear. 

In other terms, finding your design = finding your brand identity = building a great business that’s 

theprecisedepiction of who you are as a brand. 

Consulting a brand development agency could be a great way to exhilarate this process. Apart from 

this, the agency could help you with every aspect of brand promotion from mobile marketing in 

Lagos to digital marketing training in Lagos.  

The agency would also help you in designing the building blocks of your brand design by adding life 

to the same and translating it into a tangible element. Your brand identity can be expressed in any 

number of elements. Given the exact nature of your business, one valuable asset or another may be 

more or less worthy. 

Your brand identity is what sets you separately from the limitless group of competitors and shows 

your customers who you are and what they can imagine from associating with you. And if you want 

your brand to be understood in anoptimisticway, it’s crucial that you nail your brand identity and 

create designs that preciselyshow who you are to your clients. And now that you know how to nail 

that person, it’s time to kick-off brand designing by consulting a reputed brand development agency 

in Nigeria.  

A good digital agency would always figure out the core elements of your brand identity and use 

them smartly to empower the brand overall in a remarkable way. However, make sure you pick a 

great agency for the said job.  
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